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BY MICAH SING L ETO N
The $11.7 million price tag on 3LAU’s sale of 33 collectible NFT — non-fungible token — versions of his
3-year-old album, Ultraviolet, on Feb. 25 has become
a beacon for the music industry over the past three
weeks. There’s clearly money to be made in digital
collectibles and now there’s a rush to break into the
market. But artists beware: Exponential growth like
this is not sustainable and many of the people who
were involved in NFTs early on do not expect these
exorbitant sale prices to continue.
“I think it will be very difficult to replicate again,”
says 3LAU about his $11.7 million haul – an NFT
record until digital artist Beeple sold a single piece
for $69 million on auction at Christie’s on March 11,
the third-highest sale price for a piece of art by a living artist in history. “This was an experiment that was
wildly successful beyond my wildest imagination.”
Despite a slew of other recent NFT successes
from Deadmau5, Grimes, Shawn Mendes and others, Dee Goens, co-founder of NFT marketplace Zora,
concurs. “I’m not sure if the crazy amounts of money
that creators are earning in the five, 10-minute spans
of these wild opens — I don’t know if that’s sustainable,” he says. “I’d be excited if it was for creators, but

I think that overlooks the real opportunity here which
is to build permanence and perpetual equity in media
on the internet.”
NFTs allow the creator to set a perpetual royalty
during the “minting” creation process that will allow
them to get paid for third-party sales, a feat not possible with any current digital (or physical) good. The
average royalty rate is set between 10–25% according
to Goens. That means NFTs can deliver artists lifetime
royalties with every future sale.
Right now, the NFT market is booming thanks to
rare sorts of collectors: millionaires — and some billionaires — who made fortunes investing in cryptocurrency in its infancy. They are the Ethereum and
Bitcoin “whales,” or individuals who hold enough of
the currency to sway the market, and they have made
their imprint on the early days of the NFT explosion
with these headline-grabbing sales.
“What 3LAU did, that’s not to the masses,” says
Dean Wilson, Deadmau5’s manager. “That is 10, 15,
crypto billionaires who are in this space, scooping up
the Beeple artwork. That doesn’t feel like a sustainable business.”
(continued)
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3LAU acknowledges that the whales
are having a disproportionate impact on
the massive sales we’ve seen so far, but
he believes that the customer base will
continue to expand as more artists launch
NFTs. “A small percentage of our audience
is our fan base and a large percentage of it
are people in crypto who are also our fans
today,” 3LAU says. He’s now focused on
making his future NFT drops more affordable to the average fan, he says, specifically
for those who supported his NFTs before
the market exploded. 3LAU’s latest drop last
Friday with digital artist Slime Sunday had
NFTs available for $333 — not cheap, but a
far more affordable price point for average
music fans.
“Now what it’s about for me is how do I
get my real fans into the space and get them
excited about it?” 3LAU says. “And how do
I make this affordable for everyone and give
everyone the ability to show patronage? If
you’ve purchased a lot of stuff in my collection in the past, we want to give you the first
right of refusal on something that’s maybe
cheaper in the future.”
While those whales are dominating news
headlines, there is a quietly developing
market for smaller digital artists who are
pulling in a sustainable income, according
to Mike Darlington, founder and CEO of
indie electronic label Monstercat, which
was the first label to hold an NFT drop back
in January. “What people aren’t realizing is

that there’s this massive amount of artists
that might only have 50 buyers, but are now
generating $4,000, $5,000, $10,000 a month
in revenue that they can live off of,” Darlington says of the digital art market that kicked
off the NFT rush.
Long before musicians began pulling in
six or seven figures from NFTs, digital artists were pulling in sustainable revenue; in
2020, the NFT art market pulled in $12.9
million in sales — largely from smaller auctions and lower fixed prices — accounting
for 24% of the overall NFT market, according to a study from nonfungible.com and
L’Atelier. In 2019, the NFT art market generated $456,885 in revenue.
“The idea that an artist who has 4,000
fans can suddenly be supporting their family, that to me is why this is so incredible,”
Darlington continues. “They can create
whatever type of content they want to create, you’re not creating it to fit into the mold
of what you’re being told is what’s popular
right now, because you only need 50 fans
that care about you that are paying $400 or
$300 a month.”
That burgeoning art market hasn’t translated over to music yet, and many questions
remain about rights issues like royalty splits
and copyright protections for music-based
NFTs that have yet to be answered. But
when average fans can easily pick up a collectible version of an album for a set price
under $1,000, it will make the NFT market

palatable and interesting to a much wider
audience and sustainable in the long run.
Relying solely on big spenders to push NFTs
forward can only last so long.
“Discussions are being had around,
how do we create a low barrier to entry?”
Darlington says. “When we say low barrier
to entry, we mean you’re not forced to own
Ethereum, you’re not forced to own cryptocurrency. You can use a credit card and at a
low cost. These pieces of art don’t need to be
thousands of dollars.”

Meet the
Nonprofits
Feeding
Thousands of
Out-Of-Work
Touring Staff
BY TAYLOR MIMS

L

ast year, live production veteran Sandy Espinoza received a
late-night phone call from a tearful
former tour crew member. After
losing all work and his livelihood amid
the coronavirus pandemic, the man was
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unable to feed his children and feared he’d
lose them in a custody battle with his exwife as a result. Espinoza sent him a gift
card for a local grocery store, and when she
got another call the next week, his tears
were of gratitude.
“I’m somebody you can call if you’re
in a pickle and you have no other
choice,” says Espinoza, who has worked
as an audio engineer for more than 40
years. That’s why last March, she formed the
nonprofit Roadiecare to connect anonymous donors with out-of-work touring
staff in need of grocery gift cards — or simply help rewriting their resumes and starting GoFundMe campaigns — and her efforts
have already benefitted thousands of roadies.
“We wear black for a reason – — so nobody sees us,” she says, noting the standard
crew member uniform. “That’s great during
a show. It’s not so great during a pandemic.”
The live events industry breathed a sigh of
relief when Congress passed the Shuttered
Venue Operators Grant providing $15 billion to shuttered venues and independent
promoters in December, but Espinoza says
it’s “disrespectful” that no legislation passed
to support event workers. While venues
await their funding, Roadiecare is among
several industry-adjacent nonprofits stepping up to feed and employ event workers
who are without their usual income for the
foreseeable future.

Live event crew members were hit particularly hard by the pandemic due to complicated unemployment guidelines in the 2020
CARES Act. The pandemic relief legislation allowed for freelance workers to apply
for Pandemic Unemployment Assistance
(PUA) unless they had a W-2, which was
often not a full representation of what they
earned. The weekly $600 federal pandemic
unemployment compensation (FPUC)
supplement was essential to mix earners
until it expired at the end of July and was
later replaced by a $300 weekly supplement
in the fall. In December, the second relief
package added the $100 weekly mixed-earner unemployment compensation (MEUC)
supplement to help those who freelanced
and had W-2s for an additional $400 a week.
For 19 years, Conscious Alliance has raised money at concerts and
festivals to feed underserved communities, but pivoted that mission when the
pandemic hit. In 2020, the Boulder-based
organization provided 15,000 meals to music industry professionals whose livelihoods
had been decimated by the pandemic, leveraging its connections in the food industry to
distribute surplus products across the
country. Last April, Conscious Alliance partnered with Rhino Staging & Events Services
to provide Colorado event workers with
weekly bags of meals and snacks from local
vendors and throughout 2020 doubled the
number of meals it handed out year-over-

year to 2.6 million.
“We realized very quickly that many people who supported Conscious Alliance were
now finding themselves in need of support,”
says Justin Levy, the non-profit’s executive
director.
Conscious Alliance also paid event workers to help set up various food banks — a tactic the Touring Professionals Relief Kitchen (TPRF) adopted as well. A partnership
between restaurant industry non-profit The
LEE Initiative and Touring Professionals
Alliance, TPRF launched in December in
four major music cities (Los Angeles, New
York, Chicago and Nashville) to provide 200
meal boxes a night for six weeks to touring
professionals, including bites from worldrenowned chefs like Momofuku’s David
Chang. Brand partners including Makers
Mark donated funds from their advertising budgets to help struggling restaurants retain their staff, who then helped provide meals for unemployed event workers.
The additional paid staffing from event
workers also created a comfortable space
for folks who hadn’t seen their coworkers in
months. Lee Initiative founder Lindsey Ofcacek says distribution days have often
ended with socially distanced dinner gatherings.
“Our industries are both filled with creative people. If you’re a chef, you don’t do
anything else. If you’re a touring professional, you don’t do anything else. You’re pas-
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sionate about it,” Ofcacek says. “It’s about
supporting each other as a community.”

How Ice Cream
Can Help
Make Sense
of Streaming
Royalties (Op-Ed)
BY THOMAS HESSE

M

usic streaming costs the same
whether you stream one track
a month or 3,000 — $10 a
month. It’s all-you-can-eat. If
music were ice cream, the parlors of Spotify
and Apple charge the same to eat a tub a day
as they do to eat a cone a month. But while
this simple model created an incentive to get
a critical mass of music lovers to subscribe
to these services, it’s probably not fair for
the long term – and it’s already starting to
creak at the seams.
For creators whose music is on these
services, revenue depends on only one thing:
Their market share of all fans. Consider
Joey, a hypothetical 55-year-old jazz fan
who listens to one album of ten tracks a
month; and Ben, a 16-year-old hip-hop lover
who streams 3,000. Right now, they each
pay $10 to streaming services, of which they
share roughly $6 with labels. But in the ice
cream analogy, Joe is the cone-a-month
eater who likes the bourbon flavor, while
Ben would rather have a tub of strawberry
every day. Under the current model, 99.67%
of their combined $12 go to the artists Ben
likes, while the only one Joey listens to gets
4 cents – basically nothing. Joe’s money essentially subsidizes the artists Ben likes. In
ice cream terms, fans of bourbon flavor are
subsidizing those who prefer plain strawberry.
This issue is drawing more attention after Soundcloud’s recent decision to switch
partly to a “user-centric” model, under
which each subscriber’s fees would go to
the artists that he or she actually listens to.

In the example above, in a pure user-centric
model – which Soundcloud is only partly
implementing – the jazz artist Joey listens
to would receive his full $6 – or at least the
portion the label pays through to the artist –
while those Ben likes would receive his.
Obviously, this would represent a major
win for Joey’s artist, as well as a loss for
Ben’s. But it does feel fair in one key aspect:
Joey might not have subscribed to the
service in the first place if that album he
listened to wasn’t available. To return to the
ice cream analogy, fans of bourbon flavor
would no longer subsidize strawberry.
But wait – wasn’t Ben eating a tub a
day while Joey only took a cone a month?
Shouldn’t Ben pay more as well? And
shouldn’t those artists that have been played
so much as a result of Ben’s insatiable listening get credit for that? The user-centric
model really only starts to look fully fair
if heavy users would pay more – which
means differentiated subscription pricing
by the music services. Just as listeners who
consume less music – or who spend less
time with online services than they do with
vinyl or CDs – should see their preferences
reflected in support for the artists they like,
it also seems unfair that they pay the same
as those who stream music for hours a day.
And users who listen for five hours a day
may well be willing to pay more than $10 a
month.
The current deal is just too sweet for
those who eat ice cream by the tub.
The user-centric model is more fair – and
kudos to Soundcloud and CEO Mike Weissman for pushing it – but it really only starts
making sense if subscription prices can
vary by usage. That way, artists preferred by
infrequent users will get a fair share of the
revenue brought in by their fans, but those
who dominate the attention of heavy listeners will also make more – or at least avoid
making less. The current system was a pragmatic model to bring music streaming into
the mainstream, but as the industry matures
it’s time to rethink it. Since subscriptions
can only grow so much in a given market,
this new model could also generate more
revenue overall – to the benefit of creators
and services alike.
Arguments that user-centric account-

ing would be too complicated, or that the
current model would be too expensive to
change are in my view not the key issue – so
much value has been generated by music
streaming that changing the accounting infrastructure should be affordable if it makes
sense, even if it’s not easy. This is particularly true if significantly more revenue would
come in from a new pricing model that
would better reflect the value of music.
Thomas Hesse is the Founder and CEO
of DREAMSTAGE, a premium ticketed
streaming service for live music performances (www.dreamstage.live). He was the
president of Sony Music in charge global
digital business and U.S. sales and distribution when streaming music was introduced
to the market.

UMG Signs
Expanded
Licensing Deal
with African
Streaming Service
Boomplay
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

B

oomplay, the leading music
streaming and download service
in Africa, has reached an agreement with Universal Music
Group (UMG) that will extend licensing of
UMG’s catalog on the service from 7 to 47
countries on the African continent, it was
announced today.
In 2018, UMG became the first major
global music company to license music to
Boomplay, the largest Africa-based streaming service on the continent. Over the past
five years, UMG has expanded its own
operations in Africa, opening new divisions
in Nigeria, Kenya, Côte d’Ivoire, Senegal,
Cameroon and Morocco. It has additionally
launched or acquired stakes in several labels
dedicated to African music, including Def
Jam Africa, Motown Gospel Africa, AI Re-
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cords and Afroforce1, and distributed labels
such as Kalawa Jazzmee, Aristokrat, Family
Tree and Soulistic.
Under the deal, UMG content will now
be available via Boomplay in Angola, Benin,
Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cabo
Verde, Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Comoros, Congo, DRC, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Eswatini,
Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea Conakry,
Guinea- Bissau, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Sao Tomé and
Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Somalia, South Africa, Tchad, Togo and
Zimbabwe.
Markets covered under the 2018 agreement were Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Uganda and Zambia.
“Since our original deal with UMG, the
African music industry has seen exponential growth and made huge strides towards
being the next powerhouse that it should
be,” said Boomplay director of content &
strategy Phil Choi. “We’re excited to continue partnering with the UMG team to help
promote their African and international artists by bringing their catalogue to even more
regions across Africa.”
The deal comes amid an increasing
scramble by global streaming services to
capture the ears of African listeners. These
include major players like Spotify and Apple
Music as well as France’s Deezer, which is
popular in the French-speaking countries of
West Africa. Though streaming is still in its
nascent stages on the continent of 1.3 billion
people, Boomplay CEO Joe He previously
told Billboard he believes the service has
a potential reach of 350 million listeners
there.
Last month, Spotify announced it would
be significantly expanding its reach on
the continent, adding markets including
Nigeria, Ghana, Tanzania and Kenya. Apple
Music also broadened its reach in Africa last
April, adding 25 additional countries for a
total of 37.
Boomplay, the only major streaming
service operating in Africa that was actually
launched on the continent, has also reported
a marked increase in its user base over
the past few years while also managing to

secure licensing deals with the “big three”
Western music companies (UMG, Sony and
Warner Music) as well as the independent
label digital rights agency Merlin.
Franck Kacou, Universal Music Africa
managing director who leads UMG’s activity in French-speaking countries on the
continent, noted the inclusion of 25 Frenchspeaking countries in the new Boomplay
deal. “Africa is rich with artistic talent and
musical culture and continues to inspire
millions of Africans for whom music is an
essential part of their daily lives,” he said.
“Working alongside Boomplay, we will help
introduce these talents to new audiences,
as the appetite for music continues to grow
throughout these countries.”
Added Sipho Dlamini, CEO of Universal
Music Group, South Africa and Sub-Saharan
Africa, “We are delighted to expand our
relationship with Boomplay, who over the
past few years have shown themselves to be
dedicated to providing the best in music to
fans across the continent. Through this extended agreement, Boomplay will now help
supply improved access to the world’s largest and most diverse music catalog to their
broad user base, as we continue to introduce
the best in African and international music
to the rapidly growing streaming audience
across Africa.”
According to a release, Boomplay currently boasts over 50 million tracks and 50
million monthly active users (MAUs). In
December 2020, the Boomplay app also
surpassed 100 million downloads on Google
Play.
Launched in Nigeria in 2015, Boomplay is
controlled by two China-based companies:
streaming service NetEase and Transsion,
the largest seller of smartphones in Africa.

HITS Act
Reintroduced
in Congress
on Behalf of
Struggling Music
Creators
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

T

he Help Independent Tracks
Succeed (HITS) Act has gotten a
second life in Congress.
On Tuesday (March 16), all four
original sponsors of the bill — Reps. Linda
Sánchez (D-CA) and Ron Estes (R-KS) and
Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) — reintroduced the
long-simmering legislation, which would
allow musicians, technicians and producers to deduct 100% of recording expenses
up to $150,000 on their taxes in the year
they’re incurred. The bill is fundamentally
unchanged from its previous incarnations
(introduced July 31 in the House, and
the companion bill in the Senate on Dec.
3), which failed to pass as part of the last
two pandemic relief packages despite intense lobbying from independent music
advocates to have it included.
Under the current tax code, music
creators are required to amortize production expenses for tax purposes over the
economic life of a sound recording, a period
that usually ranges between three and four
years. If passed, the HITS Act would apply
the same tax standard to music as it does
film and TV productions, which already
enjoy a 100% first-year deduction, helping
music professionals recover from the severe
economic downturn caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. According to a Copyright
Alliance survey last year, 88% of creators
lost income during the decline, more than
double the national average for other industries. Roughly half of respondents lost 90%
or more of their income.
“Like families and workers across the
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country, music producers and creators in
each of our communities have been hit
hard by this pandemic. In fact, they were
among the first out of work as tours and
festivals were canceled, venues shuttered,
and studio sessions were postponed,” said
Sánchez in a statement. “Today, I’m proud
to re-introduce the HITS Act. This bill will
make things just a little easier for the small,
independent creators that make the music
we often turn to during hard times like this.”
Added Estes, “As for so many Americans,
shutdowns and social distancing brought
havoc for small recording artists over the
past year. The bipartisan HITS Act will help
thousands of independent music creators
around the country by providing common
sense tax savings on certain expenses — giving this industry the targeted relief it needs
as our nation recovers.”
In addition to Sánchez and Estes, the
HITS Act is cosponsored in the House by
Reps. Judy Chu (D-CA), Michael McCaul (R-TX), Suzan DelBene (D-WA)
and Grace Napolitano (D-CA).
“The pandemic has made it harder for
many people to make ends meet, including
musicians and music producers who have
been among the hardest hit because of bans
on large gatherings,” said Feinstein. “Our
bill would allow independent musicians,
technicians and producers to deduct their
production expenses in the same year they
occur, rather than forcing them to spread
those deductions out over several years.
This change would help keep music creators
afloat until we can again gather and listen to
them in person.”
Blackburn, whose home state of Tennessee includes Music City, added, “The music
from Nashville strikes a chord with folks
across the nation. However, the unique
burdens faced by the arts community forced
many to stop writing, performing, and
producing altogether. The HITS Act will
provide targeted tax deductions to support
our musicians and allow them to get back to
work.”
The HITS Act is supported by a huge
number of music advocacy organizations,
including the Recording Academy, American
Association of Independent Music, SAG-AFTRA, Music Artists Coalition, Artists Rights

Alliance, Recording Industry Association
of America, National Music Publishers Association, SoundExchange, Global Music
Rights, SESAC, National Independent Venue
Association, National Independent Talent
Organization, Future of Music Coalition,
Digital Media Association, Nashville Songwriters Association International, ASCAP,
BMI, Gospel Music Association, Christian
Music Trade Association and Songwriters of
North America.
“A year after the pandemic brought social
distancing and shutdowns, independent
music creators have been hit hard, which
is why the Recording Academy is pleased
to support the reintroduction of the HITS
Act,” said Harvey Mason Jr., chair and
interim President/CEO of the Recording
Academy. “This bipartisan bill will change
the tax code — putting music creators on a
level playing field with other creative industries — helping thousands of independent
creators get back on track by incentivizing
music production, creating new opportunities and revitalizing the music economy.”
“As we begin to see the light at the end
of the tunnel of the pandemic, independent
music creators are still struggling with the
devastating financial impact it has wrought,”
added Richard James Burgess, president
and CEO of A2IM (American Association
of Independent Music), a trade association with over 650 members in more than
30 states. “While we all move forward into
what we hope will be a brighter summer
and fall, the HITS Act would provide muchneeded tax savings for recording artists
and their label partners to reinvest in new
projects. This has the dual benefit of incentivizing job creating activity in our industry
and helping artists make ends meet. We are
grateful to the Members of Congress who
have worked so hard on this bill.”

Independent
Artists Claimed
the Majority
of This Year’s
Grammy Awards
BY LYNDSEY HAVENS

W

hile Beyonce and Taylor Swift made history and Harry Styles’
many colorful boas made
headlines at Sunday’s 63rd annual Grammy
Awards ceremony, when all was said and
done it was independent artists who really
won out with a majority of the day’s awards
overall.
Independents comprised 52% of winners,
defined by being on a label that is at least
51% independently owned, according to
the American Association of Independent
Music.
Fourteen independent labels that report
to A2IM won across 19 categories. Among
them were best new artist Megan Thee
Stallion, whose signed with 300 Entertainment; ATO Records’ Brittany Howard won
best rock song for “Stay High”; and best
progressive R&B album went to Thundercat’s It Is What It Is, released on Ninja
Tune’s Brainfeeder.
The percentage of independent Grammy
winners is up from the past three years. At
last year’s awards, 38% of winners were
independent, and at the 2019 ceremony just
36.9% of winners were independent. At the
2018 ceremony, 42.8% of winners were independent artists.
“Thanks to the democratizing and diversifying effects of unlimited shelf space, reduced friction to listening to new, unfamiliar, and even obscure artists, the loosening
of restrictive advertising driven genres, and
the diminishing dominance of huge marketing spends brought about by algorithmic
discovery, each year, independent music
has grown to make up an increasingly larger
portion of the global music market,” says
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A2IM president and CEO, Richard Burgess.
It’s a silver lining following a particularly
rough year for independent artists, 30%
of whom reported being more worried
about finances as a result of the pandemic,
according to a September 2020 study from
MiDIA Research. As Burgess says: “A2IM is
delighted to see this increased accessibility
to and familiarity with independent recording artists reflected in this year’s Grammy
voters choices.

Griffin Gaming,
Warner Music
Invest in Game
Platform Overwolf
BY NATALIE JARVEY

O

verwolf, a platform that allows
creators to build, distribute and
monetize in-game apps, has
raised $52.5 million led by Griffin Gaming Partners and Insight Partners.
The company, which is also announcing
the launch of a new platform for user-generated content, additionally received financing
from Ubisoft, Warner Music Group, former
Quibi CEO Meg Whitman and Gen.G cofounder Kevin Chou.
“Similar to how developers use Unity
to build a game, we see Overwolf as the
framework for everything UGC related to
games,” said Griffin Gaming co-founder and
LionTree managing director Nick Tuosto.
“Overwolf allows for one of the only means
of monetization for the thousands of creators, in turn, this translates to increased
engagement for the publishers and more
content for gamers. Services like Overwolf
set the stage for the industry to see a new
generation of user-generated content and
we are excited to invest in the leading company moving this space forward.”
Insight managing director Teddie Wardi
added, “We’ve been following UGC in gaming for many years and believe Overwolf has
established itself as a leader in this category.
AAA game studios will want to allow cre-

ators to build and express themselves, and
Overwolf is positioned as the platform to
make this possible by ensuring that creators
are recognized for their contributions, and
easily integrating creations into games.
Overwolf has proved themselves to be
strong champions of the creator community
and we look forward to helping them scale
up in 2021.”
Tel Aviv-based Overwolf works with
some 30,000 creators and has 18 million
monthly active users. In 2020, it acquired
CurseForge, a repository of modifications
— or “mods” — for video games including Warcraft and Minecraft, from Twitch.
The company is now launching CurseForge
Core to help users discover and install mods
in-game, across platforms and storefronts.
Overwolf says it has seen 300 percent
growth as the market for gaming content
expands.
“We are at a new user-generated content
inflection point, and the strong growth of
gaming lies largely in the hands of ‘in-game
creators,’ a term we coined to categorize this
new generation of in-game app creators and
mod authors,” said co-founder and CEO Uri
Marchand. “The more content and customizability a game has, the more likely a gamer
will keep experiencing its content and by
that extending the longevity of the game and
generating more value for game developers
and publishers in the long run.”
He continued, “By offering CurseForge
Core, we are accelerating the communitycreated content movement by enabling
publishers to easily integrate mods safely
and seamlessly into their existing and new
games. With the backing of the most notable
investors in the space, we are confident that
the Overwolf platform will lay the groundwork for a new era of AAA game creation.”
The company will use its new round of
funding to continuing to provide services
for creators and to create opportunities to
invest in and with the in-game creator community.
Warner Music sees the opportunity to
invest as in-game music experiences are
on the rise. “At Warner Music Group we’re
constantly experimenting and innovating to
find new opportunities to serve our artists
and music fans around the world,” said Oana

Ruxandra, executive vp of business development and chief digital officer at the record
label. “We’re excited to invest in a likeminded company like Overwolf who is pushing
the boundaries on what’s possible in gaming, and we look forward to exploring more
ways in which our worlds can intersect.”
This article was originally published by The
Hollywood Reporter.

Esports Company
Backed by The
Weeknd to Build
$400M Venue in
Toronto
BY KAREN BLISS

A

Canadian esports company
that counts The Weeknd as an
investor is planning to build a
7,000-capacity esports and entertainment venue in Toronto on the grounds
of the city-owned Exhibition Place.
OverActive Media, which owns esports
franchises in Canadian and European
leagues, says the 500 million Canadian dollar ($400 million) privately funded venue
could break ground as early as the end of
this year and is slated for completion in
2025.
While Toronto already has several concert venues, including world-class facilities
like the 19,800-capacity Scotiabank Arena,
OverActive Media saw a need to fill in the
5,000 to 7,000-capacity mid-level. Music
acts currently must choose between playing
multi-night runs in smaller venues or larger
arenas they cannot sell out, which sometimes have to curtain off entire sections to
appear less empty.
“Our friends at Scotiabank Arena have
had a monopoly on the entertainment
market in this city for most of 23 years,”
OverActive Media president Chris Overholt tells Billboard. “If you’re a premium entertainment act rolling into Toronto, you’re
limited by the opportunities that that venue
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affords because they’re conflicted out a hundred nights a year through the combination
of basketball and hockey. We saw that as the
market opportunity, separate and distinct
from our sport interests.”
Overholt says that music and entertainment are the company’s priority for the
building. He projects it also will host esport
events 15 to 20 days a year, corporate events,
gala dinners and award shows.
“For a very long time we’ve had a shortage of options for artists at certain capacity
levels and this will speak positively to that
by adding another,” says Toronto-based Jeff
Craib, president of music booking company
The Feldman Agency, whose roster includes
more than 200 acts, among them Avril Lavigne, Alessia Cara and Michael Bublé.
The as-yet-unnamed venue complex will
be built on four acres of land leased from
the City of Toronto on the north side of
Lake Shore Boulevard. It will be just across
the footbridge from the Budweiser Stage
amphitheater (16,000 capacity), and a short
drive from Scotiabank Arena, Rogers Centre
stadium (53,506 capacity), and much smaller
soft seaters like Roy Thomson Hall (2,630
capacity) Massey Hall (2,752 capacity, currently under renovation) and Meridian Hall
(3,191 capacity).
Exhibition Place,home of the longrunning Canadian Nation Exhibition which
brings 1.5 million visitors to Toronto each
year, is home to several venues hosting
concerts during Canada’s largest annual fair.
That includes Coca-Cola Coliseum (7,779
capacity, built in 1922), the Queen Elizabeth
Theatre (1,250 capacity) and Bandshell Park
(31,000 capacity). Also on the grounds is the
30,000-capacity BMO Field, home venue
for Toronto FC of Major League Soccer.
BMO Field does not host concerts but is the
newest major venue to be built in Toronto
(2007).
Populous, the architectural design firm
behind London’s Tottenham Hotspur Stadium, Australia’s Anz Stadium, Las Vegas’s
T-Mobile Arena and New York’s Yankee
Stadium, is designing the complex, which
will feature 5G wireless technology.
The project is currently in the engineering stage. “We’re moving very nicely along
with all of our political stakeholders and

partners, and we’re certainly expecting to be
moving toward having approval in the next
few months here,” Overholt says.
The three principal investors in OverActive Media are the Kimel family, which own
construction, real estate and restaurant
assets; Sheldon Pollack, OverActive’s chairman; and Bell Media Enterprises. Among
the 80 or so investors in OverActive Media
are The Weeknd and Toronto Maple Leafs
forward Mitch Marner, who are both earlystage investors, says Overholt.
The OverActive Media president says he
does not yet know if The Weeknd will invest
separately in the venue project. “As of right
now, I’ve not spoken to him directly,” he
says. “We’re certainly engaged in a number
of conversations with those parties that
might be interested in partnering with us on
the venue.”

OnlyFans
Launches Creator
Fund For U.K.
Music Artists
BY TATIANA CIRISANO

O

ver the past year, artists from Cardi B to TheDream and Rico Nasty have
all joined content subscription
platform OnlyFans — and Beyoncé even
gave the platform a shout-out during her
verse on a remix of Megan Thee Stallion’s
“Savage.” Now, the London-based company
is leaning further into the music world with
the launch of a new creative fund for artists
in the U.K., announced today (March 17).
The fund will award four aspiring artists
grants of £20,000 (roughly $27,800) each,
plus mentorship from a “music industry
professional,” to help them kickstart their
careers in music. Artists can enter to win
the funds online through April 13 using an
application process that includes uploading
a 90-second performance video. OnlyFans
CEO Tim Stokely will judge the applications alongside a panel including singer and

actress Suki Waterhouse, rapper Stefflon
Don, DJ-producer Joe Goddard and House
of Holland clothing company founder Henry
Holland.
“The creative community has suffered
during the pandemic and OnlyFans wants
to give music artists the opportunity to
hone their skills and launch their work,” the
website reads. “With so many music artists
including Cardi B, Jermaine Dupri, Franc
Moody, and many more joining the site,
OnlyFans wants to support up-and-coming
artists in the creative community.”
The OnlyFans Creative Fund is set to
become a multi-year project, with the inaugural year centered around music. Reached
by email, a spokesperson for the company
said that the response to the new fund has
already been “astounding,” and “nothing is
off the table in the future for other markets.”
Founded in 2016, the privately-held company is now home to more than 1 million
content creators and more than 100 million
users, according to its website.
The company has developed a reputation
for its community of sex workers, but anyone can create a page on OnlyFans, where
creators can upload videos, photos and
other content, go live and collect tips. Users
unlock access to that content by paying a
monthly subscription fee set by the creator
(although creators can also make their pages
free). Creators get 80% of their subscription
earnings.
To date, OnlyFans has paid out more
than $3 billion in creator earnings, and the
company says that more than 100 creators
have earned over $100 million from the
platform. As artists scrambled to find new
revenue sources amid the pandemic, the
platform has attracted more and more of the
music industry: Cardi B launched a page for
behind-the-scenes takes and other content
in August, and The-Dream created a “digital listening experience” on his free account
last April to promote his Sextape 4 album,
among other examples.
According to OnlyFans’ online earnings
calculator — which assumes that between
1% and 5% of an artist’s social media following across Instagram, Facebook and Twitter
will subscribe to their OnlyFans — Cardi
B’s page could be generating anywhere be-
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tween $5.2 million and $26 million monthly
after OnlyFans takes its cut.

Grupo Niche’s 40Year Journey to
the Grammys
BY LEILA COBO

B

andleader and composer
Jairo Varela built his big salsa
band, Grupo Niche, to become
the best-known Colombian salsa
group in history, thanks to a repertoire of
hit songs that celebrated the culture of his
adopted city, Cali, and a distinctive, brassy,
bold sound anchored in musical excellence.
Cali, long celebrated by dance aficionados
as the “capital of salsa” for its love of the
music from all origins, became a cradle of
the genre thanks to Niche and its songs. But
it would take 40 years for Grupo Niche to
get its ultimate due. On Sunday night, the
14-man troupe won the Grammy for best
tropical Latin album for 40, becoming the
first Colombian salsa act in history to win a
Grammy.
The feat is particularly meaningful today
considering Varela was a musician from the
predominantly Black state of Chocó (his
cousin is Goyo, of ChocQuibTown) who
actually named his group Niche because it’s
a term that’s slang for Black.
Varela, a veritable force of nature who
was as famous as his group, died eight years
ago. This is the group’s first album ever
that doesn’t include some version of his
hit songs. The set’s success, as well as the
group’s enduring longevity, is a testament to
the work done by Varela’s children — mainly
eldest daughter Yanila Varela, who’s been
heading the estate since his death — and arranger and composer José Aguirre, Niche’s
former musical director and Varela protégé,
who took over as head of the group after his
mentor’s death.
“Niche is a group that all of us salseros
love. It’s been the brightest light that shines
over Colombian salsa,” says Aguirre. “Doing
an album without Jairo’s songs was a huge

challenge.”
But after multiple compilation albums,
fans were demanding new music. “It was
complex,” says Yanila Varela. “First taking
the step of recording new material without my father. Because being at the level of
my dad is a monumental task. But José is a
professional.”
When Yanila first broached the notion
of an album with Aguirre, she mentioned
that her father, in his last months alive, had
wanted to open up a studio in Miami to
record in analog format. “And José said that
was exactly how he envisioned this album. I
felt like I was speaking with my dad.”
Aguirre, who spent a decade with Niche
and left the group in 2002, returned after
Varela’s children called him after their dad’s
death. “The word is ‘respect,’” he says. “Every second of everything I did — arrangements, production — I was thinking of Jairo.
How he reacted when he liked something
and when he didn’t. I wrote with Jairo
inside my head, and I applied all the foundations of Grupo Niche. This wasn’t about me;
this was about Niche.”
Varela, and by extension Niche, defined
Colombian salsa with a hard-hitting sound,
eloquent lyrics and Black heritage pride.
Songs like “Cali Pachanguero,” “Gotas de
Lluvia” and “Una Aventura” are beloved
salsa classics that have become part of the
standard repertoire not only for the genre,
but for Latin music overall.
Varela was also a larger-than-life figure,
known for his exacting professional standards, who built one of the first state-ofthe-art recording studios in Cali. Musicians
in the group were fined if they were late or
their uniforms not pressed correctly. After
Varela’s death in 2012 at 62 years old, Cali
built a museum in his name, and, buoyed by
an increasing interest in salsa and salsa tourism to Cali, Niche’s vast catalog remained
popular and performed around the world by
the group.
But it was also a bit of a logistical and
legal nightmare. Catalog and master recordings were spread out over different labels
and publishers, and in Mexico, multiple
Grupo Niche impostor groups began popping up and playing gigs.
The bulk of sorting out Varela’s legacy and

business fell on Yanila, who long worked
alongside her dad but wasn’t a musician. She
spent years sorting out legal entanglements,
signed a distribution deal with OneRPM,
and recruited her siblings to work alongside her. Today, her brother travels with the
group as a production manager; one sister
heads the museum, another helps with management and another, a photographer, is in
charge of all art. A cousin, Rommel Caycedo,
does PR for the group inside Colombia.
“It’s been exhausting,” Varela admits.
“These eight years feel like 20. But I’m
much calmer now. My siblings are all involved, our team and our musicians are excellent, and here are the results. We couldn’t
set my dad’s dream aside. He always said:
‘If I’m ever absent, you all have to continue
this.’”
Another of Jairo Varela’s dreams, says his
daughter, was getting proper recognition for
Black musicians, especially in Colombia.
“He always wanted Black musicians to get
the recognition and value they deserved,”
she says. “He left an unfinished dream of
creating an Afro television channel to show
the world his culture and ethnicity. We
can’t fulfill his dream of a TV cannel, but
with Grupo Niche, we’re honored to see
that through his music and lyrics we can get
Afro-Colombian culture the empathy and
recognition it deserves.”

No Sweep: At
2021 Grammys,
the ‘Big Four’
Awards Went to
Four Different
Artists
BY PAUL GREIN

L

ast year, Billie Eilish became the
first artist in 39 years to sweep
the coveted “Big Four” Grammys
(album, record and song of the
year plus best new artist). This year, no art-
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ist won in more than one of those categories. Taylor Swift won album of the year
and the other Big Four awards were divvied
up by Eilish, H.E.R. (and two co-writers)
and Megan Thee Stallion.
It’s the first time in five years that no
artist won more than one Big Four award.
This last happened at the Grammys for
2015, when Swift also won album of the
year. That, in turn, was the first time it happened since the awards for 2009, when (you
guessed it) Swift won album of the year for
the first time.
(That means Swift has never picked up a
second Big Four award in any of the three
times she has won album of the year. She’s
in pretty good company in that regard: Stevie Wonder also won album of the year
three times without picking up a second Big
Four award.)
These three years of the awards being
widely dispersed are outliers in recent decades. In general, we’re seeing more sweeps
or at least mini-sweeps in the Big Four
categories than we used to. If you sense a
stat coming on, you’re right: In the 31 years
between the Grammys’ second year, 1959
(when the best new artist category was introduced, completing the Big Four awards),
and 1989, no artist, songwriter or producer
won more than one Big Four award a total of
15 times – nearly half the time.
But in the 31 years between 1990 and
2020, the Big Four awards have gone four
different ways just six times. Such an outcome is becoming a rarity.
Here are the six times since 1990 that no
artist won more than one of the Big Four
awards:
1990 (presented Feb. 20, 1991): Album:
Quincy Jones’ Back on the Block; record: Phil
Collins’ “Another Day in Paradise”; song:
“From a Distance,” Julie Gold, songwriter;
new artist: Mariah Carey.
1996 (presented Feb. 26, 1997): Album:
Celine Dion’s Falling Into You; record:
Eric Clapton’s “Change the World”; song:
“Change the World” (Gordon Kennedy,
Wayne Kirkpatrick and Tommy Sims, songwriters); new artist: LeAnn Rimes.
2003 (presented Feb. 8, 2004): Album:
OutKast’s Speakerboxxx/The Love Below;
record: Coldplay’s “Clocks”; song: “Dance

With My Father” (Richard Marx and Luther
Vandross, songwriters); new artist: Evanescence.
2009 (presented Jan. 31, 2010): Album:
Swift’s Fearless; record: Kings of Leon’s
“Use Somebody”; song: “Single Ladies (Put
a Ring on It)” (Kuk Harrell, Beyoncé, Terius
“Dream” Nash and Chris “Tricky” Stewart,
songwriters); new artist: Zac Brown Band.
2015 (presented Feb. 15, 2016): Album:
Swift’s 1989; record: Mark Ronson/Bruno
Mars’ “Uptown Funk!”; song: “Thinking Out
Loud” (Ed Sheeran and Amy Wadge, songwriters); new artist: Meghan Trainor.
2020 (presented March 14, 2021): Album: Swift’s Folklore; record: Eilish’s “Everything I Wanted”; song: “I Can’t Breathe”
(Dernst Emile II, H.E.R. and Tiara Thomas,
songwriters); new artist: Megan Thee Stallion.
Post script: As you probably know, the
only artist to sweep the Big Four awards
prior to Eilish was Christopher Cross, at
the Grammys for 1980. In the following year
( just as happened this year, in the wake of
Eilish’s sweep), no artist won more than one
of the Big Four awards. John Lennon and
Yoko Ono took album of the year for Double
Fantasy. Kim Carnes’ “Bette Davis Eyes”
won record of the year. That smash, written
by Jackie DeShannon and Donna Weiss,
won song of the year. Sheena Easton won
best new artist.

Erika Vidrio
on Creating a
Network of Female
Songwriters in
Regional Mexican
Music
BY GRISELDA FLORES

W

hen Erika Vidrio received
her first-ever royalty check
for “Sentí,” one of her
songs recorded by Conjunto Primavera in 2008, she didn’t cash
the check immediately.
“I would look at the check every day and
think, should I call to make sure it’s not a
mistake?” the Mexican singer-songwriter
remembers. “I didn’t even know that I’d get
paid for writing songs. It was already beautiful to hear them on the radio but I never
knew I’d get paid. Actually, I didn’t know
much about how the industry worked back
then.”
She cashed that first check a month later.
Vidrio is among the few prominent
songwriters in the male-dominated regional
Mexican genre. With more than 100 songs
under her belt, she’s penned chart-topping
tracks for artists such as Banda La Trakalosa (“Borracho de Amor”), Christian Nodal
(“Quién Es Usted?”), Beto Zapata (“40 y 21”)
and Voz de Mando (“El de Arriba”). She’s
also released her own albums and songs,
including her most recent single “Macho
Huevón.”
Born in Jalisco, Mexico, Vidrio is the first
in her family to make a living off of music. “I
don’t come from a family of musicians, but
music did play a huge role in my upbringing,” Vidrio tells Billboard. “I’d listen to
mariachi and rancheras and remember
my grandparents listening to José Alfredo
Jiménez. This type of music was in my veins
since I was little.”
She wrote her first song at 10 years old
inspired by her mother, her eternal muse. “I
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don’t remember the lyrics because I think
they were very childish. I performed it at a
festival in elementary school,” she adds. It
was her mom who also bought her her first
guitar when she was 14 years old. “That’s
when I started to sew together lyrics and
melodies I had in my head for such a long
time.”
In hopes of landing an opportunity —
whether it be recording her own songs or
another artist recording her music — she
traveled to Mexico City at age 17 where she
spent days dropping off demos at major labels. “They’d take my cassette and say, ‘We’ll
call you.’ And they wouldn’t call back. The
landscape wasn’t looking great — especially
for women — and since I was studying communications, I figured I’d go into radio.”
Her first radio gig was at regional Mexican station Que Buena in Los Angeles, the
city where she also found local artists who’d
record her songs. “There were many artists
trying to sing like Chalino Sánchez back
then and they were the first to record my
songs. But my big break came when Conjunto Primavera recorded ‘Sentí.’ That’s when
things really started picking up for me.”
Coming of age in an industry dominated
by men wasn’t easy, but she credits mentors such as Pepe Garza (songwriter and
programming director at LA’s Que Buena
105.5/94.3 FM) and Domingo Chávez (cofounder of Remex Music) for showing her
the ins and outs of the industry.
“They helped me feel confident. You
know the hardest thing in this industry is
to gain the respect from your colleagues
and artists,” says Vidrio, who launched her
publishing company, Vidrio Music, in 2019.
“I was around 27 years old when I started
seeing my name on the Billboard charts, but
that came with harsh and sexist comments
such as ‘she’s doing well because someone in
the industry is helping her’ or ‘she probably
doesn’t even write the songs.’ It was never,
‘She’s there because she’s talented and a
hard-working woman.’ Never. But those
comments didn’t stop me, obviously.”
Now, 13 years since cashing that first
check, the five-time BMI Awards winner
is focused on creating a network of women
songwriters in the regional Mexican space
that she hopes will not only guide and help

connect up-and-coming female songwriters,
but also send a message to the industry.
“I want us to be visible so that everyone knows that we’re here, we’ve always
have been,” she says. “I also want there to
be more unity and collaboration among
us.” Which is why one of her goals this year
is to get more female regional Mexican artists and Colombia’s música popular artists to
record her songs. “I want women recording
my music to outnumber the men recording
my songs.”

Ivy Queen, Goyo
and Chesca Set
For ‘Urban Divas
United’ Live
Stream: Exclusive

on Saturday, April 10. In addition, fans can
purchase a VIP pass for exclusive backstage
access. For more information, click here.

Matthew
McConaughey
‘We’re Texas’
Fundraiser to
Feature Kelly
Clarkson, Kacey
Musgraves,
Khalid, Post
Malone
BY GIL KAUFMAN

BY JESSICA ROIZ

I

vy Queen, Goyo of Chocquibtown,
and newcomer Chesca have joined
forces for the upcoming “Urban Divas
United” virtual concert in celebration
of Women’s History Month, Billboard can
exclusively announce today (March 17).
The three powerhouses, along with an
all-female lineup soon to be revealed, have
joined forces to honor the Latin women
leading the urban genre in a male-dominated industry.
“I am extremely grateful to be part of
this project that will bring us all together
through music, and for me personally it is a
great pride to be the one who started [this
movement] with a microphone in hand,”
reggaeton veteran Ivy said in a statement.
“Urban Divas United,” presented by Neutrogena and Conciencia Collective, will also
raise awareness about the current difficulties affecting women and our community,
providing educational resources to viewers.
Approximately 10 female artists will form
part of the final lineup that will be announced in the upcoming weeks.
The free virtual concert will take place
from Downtown Miami at 7:00 p.m. ET

M

atthew and Camila McConaughey have roped in a galaxy
of stars for their “We’re Texas”
March 21 fundraiser for Texans impacted by devastating winter Storm
Uri, including Post Malone, Kelly Clarkson,
Kacey Musgraves and more.
The storm, which left thousands of
Texans without heat, water and electricity will be hosted by the couple and also
feature performances from native Texans
Willie Nelson, Miranda Lambert and George
Strait, as well as Gary Clark Jr., Khalid, Don
Henley, Kirk Franklin, Leon Bridges, Lukas
Nelson, Lyle Lovett, Charlie Sexton, Clint
Black, Los Lonely Boys, Parker McCollum
and Randy Rogers.
The show will kick off at 7 p.m. CT on the
actor’s YouTube channel, with 100% of
funds raised going to the Just Keep Livin’
Texas Relief Fund. Earlier this week McConaughey made news when he teased a
potential run for Texas governor. The state’s
next gubernatorial election is in 2022 and
in an interview with The Today Show the
51 year old Uvalde, Texas, native said, “Am
I considering that? Sure, it’s a great thing
and an honorable thing to be able to con-
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sider. What I’ve gotta choose for myself is,
I want to get into a leadership role in the
next chapter of my life. Now, what role am I
gonna be most useful in? I don’t know that
that’s in a political position, or if that’s me as
a free agent. It might be me as a free agent.
So that’s something I’m personally working
on is what is my position of most use in a
leadership role.”
The massive winter storm that killed
more than 70 people in the U.S. while leaving more than 4.5 million Texans in the
dark due to a massive power grid failure
is predicted to have a significant financial
impact as well, potentially costing anywhere
form $195-$295 billion from lost income,
reduced economic output and infrastructure
damage.
Check out the lineup below.

Westlife Sign
Global Deal
With Eastwest,
Tease ‘Surprise
Announcements’
BY LARS BRANDLE

W

estlife are beginning a new
label life.
The hitmaking Irish pop
group signs with Warner
Music U.K. label eastwest Records, ahead of
the release of new music.
It’s a day of double celebration for the
lads. They’ve sewn up a global record deal
and they’ve shared the good news on St
Patrick’s Day, Ireland’s national day of
celebration.
The band’s members remark: “We have
found a record label that share the same
energy and high ambitions as the four of us,
in what will be a very busy year, where there
will be some surprise announcements and of
course new music.”
Formed in 1998, Westlife made an immediate impact. They hold the record for most
consecutive No. 1s in the U.K. (seven) and

most singles to debut at the summit.
All told, they’ve scored eight No. 1 albums
in the U.K. and have a remarkable bounty of
14 No. 1 singles, one of the biggest hauls for
any act. Twenty-five Westlife singles have
hit the U.K. Top 10.
According to Warner Music, the group
has sold over 55 million records worldwide.
Warner Music expects to add to that tally.
“Westlife is one of the most popular and
commercially successful boybands of all
time, and we’re thrilled to be working with
them to share their new music– their fans
are going to be blown away by what’s coming,” enthuses Jeremy Marsh, Head of Rhino
U.K. and eastwest Records. “At eastwest,
we believe we can find new and interesting
spaces for them, and we already have a lot
of ideas in full swing. It’s also great to be
reunited with Sonny Takhar and to be working together again after 20 years.”
The foursome reunited for the 2019
album release Spectrum, which again ruled
the Official U.K. Albums Chart. Their career
trophy haul includes two Brit Awards, four
MTV Awards and a venue record at Croke
Park Stadium in Dublin, which they sold-out
five times.

Lauren Patten
to Kick Off InPerson Rooftop
Performances in
New York
BY TAYLOR MIMS

G

rammy award winner Lauren
Patten is set to kick off a new
in-person concert series in New
York beginning April 2. The
breakout star of Broadway’s Jagged Little
Pill musical will perform on the rooftop
at Showfields for the TodayTix Original
concert series.
The concert series will continue throughout the month of April with Tony Award
nominee Derek Klena (Jagged Little Pill) on

April 3, On Your Feet! star Ana Villafañe on
April 16, and The Lion King’s Bradley Gibson
on April 17.
“With the current regulations the city has
set in place, we feel we can finally re-enter
the live-events space successfully, ensuring
that all attending and involved parties can
celebrate the magic of live entertainment
safely,” said executive producer of TodayTix Presents Tony Marion in a release.
“We are thrilled to have such a magnificent
lineup of working artists to bring us back to
that magic just over a year after the pandemic changed our lives forever.”
The TodayTix Originals Concert Series
is produced by TodayTix Presents, TodayTix Group’s original production arm which
launched in 2019.
All events will comply with any applicable
requirements on outdoor cultural events
and gatherings set by applicable federal,
state, or New York City law or guidelines
or other directive from the governor or any
government agency. All audience members
will be required to wear masks at the events,
and temperature checks will be conducted
before entering the venue. Tickets will be
sold in pods of two and four, requiring that
each pod contain members of the same
party to allow for proper social distancing
protocols.
All scheduled performances will begin
at 6:30 p.m. ET, and tickets — on sale now
at TodayTix — will run $40 per person.
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As Silk Sonic,
Bruno Mars &
Anderson .Paak’s
‘Door’ Opens
at No. 1 on Hot
R&B Songs
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

T

here’s a new name atop Billboard’s Hot R&B Songs chart, but
the members involved are very
familiar to the genre’s consumers
in recent years.
Silk Sonic, a new duo comprised of Bruno Mars and Anderson .Paak, races 21-1
on the list dated March 20 with their debut
offering “Leave the Door Open,” after the
input of its first week of sales and streams.
The single, released March 5, debuted a
week prior thanks to strong initial radio play
in the week ending Sunday, March 7. (The
chart’s sales and streaming tracking week
runs Friday- Thursday, while the radio airplay component covers a Monday – Sunday
window.)
Thanks to the new champ, Mars collects his third No. 1 on the chart, following
“That’s What I Like,” a 20-week leader in
2017 and “Finesse,” his 2018 collaboration
with Cardi B that ruled for 12 weeks. Both
tracks later were named the year-end No. 1
tracks on the Hot R&B Songs chart in 2017
and 2018, respectively.
Singer-rapper Anderson .Paak, meanwhile, scales to new heights with “Door.”
His previous best showing among four entries was the No. 19 peak of “Make It Better,”
featuring Smokey Robinson, in 2019.
Elsewhere, “Door” opens at No. 4 on both
the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs and Billboard Hot 100 charts. On each, the single
arrives behind a triple play of Drake songs.
“Door” opened with 23.2 million U.S.
streams in the week ending March 11,
according to MRC Data. The sum sparks
a No. 1 entrance on the R&B Streaming

Songs chart and at No. 4 on the all-genre
list. Sales, meanwhile, also begin strong,
with 28,000 downloads sold in the same
period, enabling a No. 1 start on the R&B
Digital Song Sales chart and No. 2 on the
corresponding all-genre ranking.
As the song’s early debut foretold, radio
has latched on to “Door” with haste. In just
its second week on the chart (and first full
week of radio play), the single rises 16-10 on
the Adult R&B Airplay chart and secures
the fastest flight into the top 10 since Maxwell also required two frames to reach the
tier with “Lake by the Ocean” in 2016.
Similarly, “Door” bursts 35-16 on
the R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay chart after a
complete radio tracking week. The move
solidifies the artists’ appeal at the format,
particularly in the case of Mars, who has
sent six of his last seven singles into the
chart’s top 10, dating to his featured turn on
Mark Ronson’s “Uptown Funk!” in 2015.
The explosion, too, puts the artists’ in rare
company. Since 2014, the only songs to reach
as high as No. 16 in their second week on the
50-position chart have included one or more
of Beyonce, Drake or Rihanna. Of course,
those acts’ megastar status makes their new
music releases almost an event in itself, and
one that radio programmers naturally have
endorsed.
The last song before “Door” to climb to
No. 16 or better in its second frame without one of the three aforementioned stars
was Kendrick Lamar’s “i,” which jumped
19-15 in its sophomore week in 2014.
The “Door” debut comes on the heels
of Silk Sonic’s maiden live performance at
the 63rd annual Grammy Awards on March
14. The duo and their supporting band and
background singers performed twice during
the telecast, initially with “Door” and later
for a tribute to Little Richard, who died
in May 2020. Anderson .Paak also scored
another highlight during the ceremony, with
a win for best melodic rap performance for
“Lockdown,” his fourth career Grammy.

Jose Luis ‘El
Puma’ Rodriguez
Set to Receive
Legend Award
at the 2021 Latin
AMAs
BY GRISELDA FLORES

A

cclaimed singer and actor José
Luis Rodríguez, aka “El Puma,”
is set to receive the Legend
Award during the sixth edition of
the Latin American Music Awards, Telemundo has announced.
Presented to artists who have endured the
test of time, “El Puma” has serenaded fans
for six decades with anthemic ballads such
as “Culpabloe Soy Yo,” “Dueño De Ti” and
“Agárrense De Las Manos.” The chart-topping artist has also recorded more than 60
albums and has participated in over 34 soap
operas, movies and international series.
The Venezuelan artist will also perform
at this year’s Latin AMAs, which will take
place on April 15 and will be broadcast live
from the BB&T Center in Sunrise, Florida.
The 78-year-old star joins the previously announced star-studded lineup that
includes Maluma, Banda MS, Camilo, Carlos
Vives, Eslabon Armado, Karol G, Los Dos
Carnales and Piso 21. The ceremony will
also include a special tribute to the late
regional Mexican singer-songwriter Joan
Sebastian.
Following safety protocols to protect the
health and safety of all involved, the 2021
awards show will honor some of the most
influential Latin artists of today, as voted by
fans in 25 categories including pop, urban,
tropical, regional Mexican and the newly
added favorite virtual concert.
This year’s top nominees include Karol G
and J Balvin with nine noms each, followed
by Bad Bunny with eight, Ozuna with seven,
and Anuel AA and Camilo with six each.
The 2021 Latin AMAs, hosted by actress
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Jacqueline Bracamontes, will air at 7:00 p.m.
ET on Thursday, April 15 via Telemundo and
will broadcast simultaneously on Universo
and throughout the Americas on Telemundo
Internacional.

DJ Snake & Selena
Gomez’s ‘Selfish
Love’ Debuts in
Top 10 on Hot
Latin Songs Chart

eighth top 10. The song was produced by DJ
Snake and Maro and written by DJ Snake
and Gomez with Kat Dahlia, Kris Floyd, K
Sotomayor and Marty Maro.

Topps Apologizes,
Removes
Insensitive BTS
Garbage Pail Kids
Card
BY HERAN MAMO

BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

D

J Snake and Selena Gomez’s
second team-up adds a new top
10 to the Billboard Latin charts
as “Selfsh Love” arrives at No. 6
on the Hot Latin Songs survey dated March
20.
The electropop tune arrives in the top 10
mainly on the strength of streaming activity.
“Selfish Love” earned 5 million U.S. clicks
on the week ending March 4, according to
MRC Data, after its first full tracking week
as the song was released March 4 via DJ
Snake/Interscope.
Sales also back “Selfish Love’s” top 10
arrival on Hot Latin Songs as the song
registered 2,000 downloads; a No. 1 start
on Latin Digital Song Sales. The bilingual
tune is a follow-up to their maiden pair-up
“Taki Taki,” the 13-week ruler on Hot Latin
Songs starting Oct. 13, 2018. While DJ Snake
secures his third straight top 10, Gomez
claims her fourth straight top 10 start (and
fourth top 10 overall).
“Selfish Love” is the third single from Gomez’s recently released bilingual EP Revelación which has yielded two other top 10s
on the list — with both debuting and peaking at No. 4: “De Una Vez” (Jan. 30-dated
chart) and “Baila Conmigo,” with Rauw
Alejandro (Feb. 13).
Elsewhere, “Selfish Love” concurrently
bows at No. 4 on Hot Dance/Electronic
Songs. It’s Gomez fifth top debut (and
fifth top 10 overall) and earns DJ Snake his

T

rading card company Topps has
removed its battered portrayal
of BTS from its 2021 Grammysthemed Garbage Pail Kids sticker
collection as anti-Asian hate crimes continue spiking.
Following the 63rd annual Grammy
Awards on Sunday (March 14), Topps
unveiled their “Shammy Awards” sticker
card collection on Tuesday with satirical
depictions of the night’s biggest performers,
including Taylor Swift, Billie Eilish, Harry
Styles and BTS.
However, the “Bopping K-pop” card
featured the global superstars as bruised
and bandaged caricatures in a game of
Whac-A-Mole. The depiction prompted the
#RacismIsNotComedy tag on Twitter. The
card also debuted on the same day shootings
at three Georgia spas and massage parlors
resulted in the murder of eight people, six
of whom were Asian women. The FBI has
joined the investigation into the shootings.
Topps issued an apology Wednesday
(March 17) and announced the removal of
the card, which was never printed and will
not be printed moving forward. “We hear
and understand our consumers who are
upset about the portrayal of BTS in our GPK
Shammy Awards product and we apologize
for including it,” the company wrote on its
socials. “We have removed the BTS sticker
card from the set, we have not printed any of
the sticker card and it will not be available.”
However, the ARMY and members of the

Asian community took issue with the apology for Topps’ failure to direct its statement
to BTS and the Asian community at large,
but also to understand the deeply rooted issue of anti-Asian hate crimes that have been
increasing drastically over the last year.
Stop AAPI Hate, an organization formed
during the COVID-19 pandemic to combat
anti-Asian and Pacific Islander discrimination, has logged almost 3,800 reports of hate
incidents targeting Asian Americans across
the country since March 2020. Former
president Donald Trump was criticized for
contributing to an environment of hostility
toward people of Asian descent during his
presidency by using phrases such as “Kung
Flu” and referring to the global pandemic
COVID-19 as the “China Virus.”

Drake & Supah
Mario Rule Hot
100 Songwriters,
Producers Charts
BY XANDER ZELLNER AND GARY
TRUST

D

rake makes history as the first
solo male artist to place at Nos.
1, 2 and 3 on the Billboard Hot
100 chart simultaneously as
both a recording artist and songwriter.
As previously reported, Drake makes
an unprecedented arrival in the Hot 100’s
top three, as his “What’s Next,” “Wants and
Needs” (featuring Lil Baby) and “Lemon
Pepper Freestyle” (featuring Rick Ross), all
of which he co-wrote, launch at Nos. 1, 2 and
3, respectively, on the chart dated March 20,
making Drake the first artist to debut in the
top three positions in the same week.
Drake also joins The Beatles and Ariana
Grande as the only acts to have claimed the
Hot 100’s top three spots simultaneously.
As Grande also co-wrote all three songs
with which she achieved the feat (“7 Rings,”
“Break Up With Your Girlfriend, I’m Bored”
and “Thank U, Next”), on the chart dated
Feb. 23, 2019, she and Drake are the only
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soloists ever to rank at Nos. 1, 2 and 3 on
the Hot 100 simultaneously as both billed
recording acts and songwriters.
(Beatles Paul McCartney and John Lennon co-wrote all three of the band’s songs in
the Hot 100’s top three on March 14, 1964,
the first time that an act scored such a triple:
“I Want to Hold Your Hand,” at No. 1; “She
Loves You,” at No. 2; and “Please Please Me,”
at No. 3. The three songs also monopolized
the top three the following week, with Nos.
1 and 2 reversing their order.)
Powered by Drake’s triumphant trio on
the Hot 100, as well as a fourth title on the
tally, he returns to No. 1 on the Hot 100
Songwriters chart. Plus, Supah Mario, who
solely produced “What’s Next,” tops Hot 100
Producers for the first time.
Drake leads Hot 100 Songwriters for a
seventh total week (dating to the chart’s
June 2019 inception). Here’s a recap of his
four entries, all of which he co-wrote, on the
latest Hot 100:
Rank, Artist Billing, Title (Songwriters in
addition to Drake)
No. 1, Drake, “What’s Next” (Supah Mario,
Maneesh Bidaye)
No. 2, Drake feat. Lil Baby, “Wants and
Needs” (Lil Baby, Cardo On The Beat, Dez
Washington, 40)
No. 3, Drake feat. Rick Ross, “Lemon Pepper
Freestyle” (Rick Ross, Boi-1da, Robin Hannibal, Cecilie Maja)
No. 21, Yung Bleu feat. Drake, “You’re Mines
Still” (Yung Bleu, Nate Rhoads)
With his seventh week at No. 1, Drake ties
DaBaby, Dan Nigro, Olivia Rodrigo and Taylor Swift for the fourth-most weeks spent
atop the Hot 100 Songwriters chart. Finneas
has logged the most time on top (11 weeks),
followed by Roddy Ricch (10) and Johnny
Marks (nine).
Drake concurrently returns to No. 1 on the
R&B/Hip-Hop Songwriters chart for a sixth
week in charge and Rap Songwriters for a
fifth week in the lead.
Over on the Hot 100 Producers chart,
Supah Mario (real name: Jonathan DeMario
Priester) hits No. 1 for the first time, thanks
to his sole production credit on “What’s
Next.” The song earns him his first Hot 100
No. 1 as a producer and seventh total production credit on the chart.

Supah Mario reached a prior Hot 100
best as the producer of Lil Uzi Vert’s “Silly
Watch,” which reached No. 9 in March
2020. Two of his other Drake productions
have hit the Hot 100: “Blue Tint” (No. 30,
2018) and “Ice Melts,” featuring Young Thug
(No. 62, 2017). He earned his first charted
credit via Young Thug’s “Wyclef Jean” (No.
87, 2016).
Supah Mario also spends his first week
atop the R&B/Hip-Hop Producers and Rap
Producers charts.
The weekly Hot 100 Songwriters and
Hot 100 Producers charts are based on total
points accrued by a songwriter and producer, respectively, for each attributed song that
appears on the Hot 100; plus, genre-based
songwriter and producer charts follow the
same methodology based on corresponding
“Hot”-named genre charts. As with Billboard’s yearly recaps, multiple writers or
producers split points for each song equally
(and the dividing of points will lead to occasional ties on rankings).
The full Hot 100 Songwriters and Hot
100 Producers charts, in addition to the full
genre rankings, can be found on Billboard.
com.

Rock Rules Top
3 on Billboard’s
Album Sales
Chart
BY KEITH CAULFIELD

R

ock rules Billboard’s Top Album
Sales chart (dated March 20),
as new albums from Chevelle, Kings of Leon and A Day to
Remember debut at Nos. 1-3, respectively.
It’s the first time in eight months the top
three selling albums of the week in the U.S.
have all been rock efforts.
Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart ranks
the top-selling albums of the week based
only on traditional album sales. The chart’s
history dates back to May 25, 1991, the first
week Billboard began tabulating charts with

electronically monitored piece count information from SoundScan, now MRC Data.
Pure album sales were the measurement
solely utilized by the Billboard 200 albums chart through the list dated Dec. 6,
2014, after which that chart switched to a
methodology that blends album sales with
track equivalent album units and streaming
equivalent album units. For all chart news,
follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on
both Twitter and Instagram.
Chevelle achieves its first No. 1 on Top
Album Sales, as the act’s latest studio set, Niratias, bows atop the list with 24,000 copies
sold in the week ending March 11. In total,
the new album is Chevelle’s fifth top 10 on
the tally.
Kings of Leon’s latest release, When You
See Yourself, debuts at No. 2 with 22,000
sold — scoring the band its fifth top 10 as
well. A Day to Remember logs its second
top 10, as its new studio effort You’re Welcome bows at No. 3 with 16,000 sold.
The last time Nos. 1-3 on Top Album Sales
were all rock albums was on the July 11,
2020-dated chart. That week, Haim’s Women in Music, Pt. III debuted at No. 1, Khruangbin’s Mordechai started at No. 2 and Bob
Dylan’s Rough and Rowdy Ways fell 1-3 in its
second week. (Rock albums are defined as
those that have charted on Billboard’s Top
Rock Albums chart.)
Back on the new Top Album Sales
chart, Billie Eilish’s When We All Fall
Asleep, Where Do We Go? rises 11-4 with
6,100 sold (up 3%), Morgan Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Album bounces 10-5 with
5,800 (down 9%) and BTS’ Be is a non-mover at No. 6 with 5,800 (down 20%).
Black Sabbath’s 1980 album Heaven and
Hell debuts at No. 7 on Top Album Sales
with just over 5,600 copies sold in the week
ending March 11. The set was remastered
and reissued on March 5 with bonus tracks.
(All versions of Heaven and Hell are combined for sales tracking and charting purposes.) Heaven and Hell peaked at No. 28 on
the Billboard 200 chart dated July 19, 1980.
Harry Styles’ former Top Album Sales
No. 1 Fine Line rises 14-8 with 5,600 sold (up
11%) and Kids See Ghosts’ self-titled album
re-enters the chart at No. 9 with nearly
5,600 sold (up 430%). The latter’s huge
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increase is owed to its release on translucent
pink vinyl LP, exclusive to Target stores. On
the Vinyl Albums chart, the set re-enters at
No. 3 with 5,500 copies sold on vinyl.
Rounding out the new top 10 of the latest
Top Album Sales chart is Willie Nelson’s
jazz set, That’s Life, which falls 2-10 in its
second week (5,400 sold; down 55%).

Sharon Osbourne
Under Fire for OnSet Behavior at
‘The Talk’

BTS Set Another
Massive Guinness
World Record
With ‘Dynamite’

BY MICHAEL O’CONNELL

BY GIL KAUFMAN

B

y now, BTS have racked up so
many records that you’d think
there were none left. But you’d be
wrong; Guinness World Records
announced on Tuesday (March 16) that the
K-pop septet officially notched yet another massive achievement thanks to their
English-language smash “Dynamite.”
The colorful video for the song is now
in the Guinness books for achieving the
“most simultaneous viewers for a music
video on YouTube Premieres.”
According to the record keepers, “Dynamite” set the mark last year when the clip
brought in more than three million viewers
at the same time. The Guinness folks also
added that, not for nothing, “they may have
a nice spread in the upcoming book, so look
out for that.”
Speaking of “Dynamite,” BTS crushed
it on Sunday night at the 2021 Grammy
Awards when the South Korean boy band
beamed in from Seoul, South Korea, for a
high-energy run through the Billboard Hot
100 topper. And while they couldn’t join the
rest of the performers in California, BTS
closed out the show with a run through the
song on a set that recreated the Los Angeles
skyline.
Check out the announcement below.

T

he Talk will remain silent for another week.
After going dark on Monday
and Tuesday, CBS’ panel series is extending its brief hiatus from live
shows until Tuesday, March 23, as the
network continues a review stemming
from March 10’s heated debate between
Sharon Osbourne and Sheryl Underwood.
Initially planning to return to live episodes
on Wednesday, March 17, the show will stay
dark as Osbourne’s defense of Piers Morgan
and comments on racism — particularly
her confrontation with Underwood, her
Black colleague — go under the microscope
internally.
A CBS spokesperson sent The Hollywood
Reporter the following comment about the
extended hiatus Tuesday: “CBS is committed to a diverse, inclusive and respectful
workplace across all of our productions.
We’re also very mindful of the important
concerns expressed and discussions taking
place regarding events on The Talk. This
includes a process where all voices are
heard, claims are investigated and appropriate action is taken where necessary. The
show will extend its production hiatus until
next Tuesday as we continue to review these
issues.”
Fallout for Osbourne (and the show) was
swift following the longtime panelist’s teary
defense of friend and fellow Brit, Morgan,
who stormed off the set of (and ultimately
quit) ITV’s Good Morning Britain — which
he’d co-hosted since 2015 — after his vitriolic criticism of Meghan Markle was read by
most as racist. At one point in her defense of
Morgan, Osbourne went on the offense and
demanded that Underwood tell her what
Morgan had done wrong. “Educate me, tell
me when you have heard him say racist

things,” Osbourne said. “I very much feel
like I’m about to be put in the electric chair
because I have a friend, who many people
think is a racist, so that makes me a racist?”
Since then, scrutiny has only increased.
Original castmember Holly Robinson Peete
tweeted that Osbourne had made racist
comments about her before her firing, a fact
Osbourne disputed in her own Twitter post.
On Tuesday, more damningly, journalist
Yashar Ali posted a Substack detailing more
claims of Osbourne’s racist language on the
set of The Talk — including comments from
original panelist Leah Remini.
Osbourne is the only original castmember
of The Talk to make it to the current 11th
season. Peete and Remini both left after
the first season. Series creator Sara Gilbert
departed at the end of the ninth season, and
Julie Chen left during the eighth — as husband and former CBS boss Les Moonves saw
his career implode amid multiple allegations
of sexual misconduct.
Osbourne’s new publicist, Howard
Bragman, issued the following statement
Tuesday: “The only thing worse than a disgruntled former employee is a disgruntled
former talk show host. For 11 years Sharon
has been kind, collegial and friendly with
her hosts as evidenced by throwing them
parties, inviting them to her home in the
U.K. and other gestures of kindness too
many to name. Sharon is disappointed but
unfazed and hardly surprised by the lies,
the recasting of history and the bitterness
coming out at this moment. She will survive
this, as she always has, and her heart will
remain open and good because she refuses
to let others take her down. She thanks her
family, friends and fans for standing by her
and knowing her true nature.”
This article originally appeared in THR.
com.
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Lin-Manuel
Miranda to
Chronicle 20
Years of ‘In the
Heights’ in New
Book
BY LEXY PEREZ

R

eaders will have a chance to get a
behind-the-scenes look at In the
Heights in a new book.
Random House announced
Tuesday that it will publish In the Heights:
Finding Home, which will give a look at the
beginnings of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s 2008
breakout Broadway debut and journey to
the soon-t0-be-released film adaptation
directed by Jon M. Chu.
After working together on the New York
Times best-seller Hamilton: The Revolution,
Miranda and co-author Jeremy McCarter
reunite here, with Quiara Alegría Hudes, the
Pulitzer Prize–winning librettist of the book
for the Tony-winning Broadway musical and
screenwriter of the motion picture, also an
author.
In the upcoming book, the author trio
will chronicle the 20 years of In the Heights,
from Miranda’s first drawings at the age of
19 to the new movie set to release in theaters
and on HBO Max on June 18. The book will
also feature lyric annotations by Miranda,
essays written by Hudes, and never-beforeseen photos from productions and the movie
set.
North American publishing rights were
acquired by Random House executive editor
Ben Greenberg from Eric Simonoff at WME.
In the Heights: Finding Home will be
published on June 22, 2021. An audiobook
will be simultaneously released by Penguin
Random House Audio. The book is available
to be preordered now.
This article originally appeared in THR.
com.

